
THE SUBWAY STORY

The story of the Subway brand started more than 50 years ago when Dr. Peter Buck, a nuclear physicist, changed the
life of a college student with a few simple .

In , Subway unveiled their most recent logo which featured somewhat of a return to the original logo, losing
the italics and dark green border while also adding more curves to the logo. Subway started franchising in 
And No. As with many successful founders in franchising, Fred, while not particularly active in the
International Franchise Association IFA , was always an accessible mentor. At the time, he had hoped that
starting the restaurant would help him pay for his college and medical school bills. It also modified its
products based on local consumer demand, offering gluten-free bread and brownies, developed reduced salt
and fat to meet consumer trends in international markets, and has removed some ingredients used in its
products including the food additive azodicarbonamide. It won praise from the American Heart Association
for its low-calorie, low sodium meals in and was awarded its Heart-Check Certification. By , we had 5,
locations, with a goal of reaching 8, stores by  At some point, that feeling stops--when you go from 9, to 10,
stores, maybe. Fred died on September 14, , at the age of  I remember very distinctly thinking that getting to a
thousand stores [in ] was a big deal. The thought process wasn't horribly complicated. By Subway had grown
to 16 restaurants in Connecticut, and began to franchise in  You know where you are, and when you're five
miles out, you're not horribly excited. The low franchise fee came from the fact that we didn't know what we
were doing. All told, Subway has managed to create a widely recognizable logo that conveys all of the
messages they hope to get across to their customers. But there were still lots of people who didn't know what
Subway was. We've also added egg-white patties, which make a terrific sandwich. Editor's Note: Fred
DeLuca, founder of Subway, has died at age 67, after being diagnosed with leukemia two years ago, the
company said Tuesday. Our stores were simple and inexpensive to build. Having suffered from leukemia for
the past two years, DeLuca finally turned his position over to Suzanne Greco before passing away a few
months later. You test this, that, and the other thing. I don't know if it was coincidental. There are three
reasons why they were successful. The thing that really struck me was how unprepared I still felt. I'm in
Finland, and people are excited about it. He then filed suit in state court, in Dallas County, Texas. Eight years
later, we'd gone through the learning curve. Getting through a controversy like that is not as magical or
mysterious as you might think. It was gratifying, but it wasn't one of those occasions that called for jumping
up and down. It introduced Kosher locations starting with Cleveland and developed vegan restaurants that do
not serve beef or pork in India. Cajun Joe's failed. Public Interest Research Group to commit to buying meat
produced without the routine use of antibiotics and to provide a timeline for doing so. Subway responded by
saying, "With regards to the size of the bread and calling it a footlong, 'Subway Footlong' is a registered
trademark as a descriptive name for the sub sold in Subway Restaurants and not intended to be a measurement
of length. Published on: Apr 30, More from Inc. District Court in Des Moines , seeking a legal declaration that
the word "footlong" does not violate Subway's rights. Innovate The Sandwich That Ate the World The founder
of the world's largest restaurant chain explains how Subway became ubiquitous, and why surpassing his
biggest rival came as something as a letdown. Design Elements of the Subway Logo The Subway logo makes
use of dark, crisp greens in order to convey the idea of freshness as well as bright yellows to convey positivity
and flavor. She said yeah and sat in the back of the room. The arrows also convey the idea of speed, promoting
the message that, in spite of the fact that Subway is fresh and healthy, it is also a very quick and convenient
option. She spent most of the day with us, visiting different departments, asking a bunch of questions, poking
around. However, instead of abandoning the concept, Fred opened a few more. He filed a federal lawsuit
against Subway, which was dismissed.


